=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= BEGIN MISSION  =/\==/\==/\==/\=

Lt_Walters:
::on bridge::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
::in the hall of 7::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
:::scans AT with tricorder:::

Cnslr_Rockman:
::in hall of 7 trying to locate XO::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
::scanning for the XO::

Mark_AGM:
@<Inchy> ::To AT:: See what we mean... the Fifth do not listen to us.

Ens_JohnSea1:
::monitoring propulsion systems::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
&:: in the cave looking at the L-C machine with l-c:::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
::: having trouble getting readings because of interference::::

Mark_AGM:
&<L-C> Commander... ye see, we only want to protect OUR Gold. 

Cnslr_Rockman:
@Itchy: It does seem that they do as they please.  Is there a way you could help us?

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
&L-C: why did you make this machine?

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
&l-c: what does the machine do when someone tries to steal your gold?

Mark_AGM:
&<L-C> To protect our Gold.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
Cnslr: I think the dampening field may be affecting our AT

Mark_AGM:
&<L-C> I told ye... it disrupts their molecules.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
::turns and looks at Ens. Shore::

Mark_AGM:
@<Inchy> ::Chuckles:: We have no means to help you... that is why we called you, to help us.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
Shore: how so?

Lt_Walters:
Sea: Are you able to obtain a lock on the AT?  I want to have a grib on them, just in case we need to pull them out.....

FCO_Ens_JohnSea1:
::topping off batteries, monitoring main engineering circuit::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
&l-c: yes you told me that.. so what does the person look like after the molecules are disrupted?

Cnslr_Rockman:
@Inchy: you have no idea where their machine might be?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Sec: having trouble determining effect because of dampening field

Mark_AGM:
&<L-C> I don't know... they die.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Sec;

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Sec: will let you know when I have more data

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
&l-c: has that machine disrupted any molecules?

Mark_AGM:
@<Inchy> Sadly no... The Fifth are subterrean.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@Shore: keep me informed

Mark_AGM:
&<L-C> Aye, the Second's, Third's and Sixth's.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Sec: sure thing

Cnslr_Rockman:
@<mumbles>that would correspond to our readings.

Lt_Walters:
Sea:  Try to maintain the lock on the AT, just in case.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::mumbles to self:: I really hate this place.

Cnslr_Rockman:
@Inchy: please excuse us, We must confer.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
&so they were trying to steal you gold/?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Cnslr: I would like to take some scans and samples from the Triquitar natives

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Cnslr: with their permission of course

Mark_AGM:
@<inchy> ::nods::

Mark_AGM:
&<L-C> Aye... They started mining it... we had to take drastic measures.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
&::: scans the machine with the tricorder as non noticlable as i can:::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::stands and watches, keeping an eye on everyone::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
&L-C: do you ever go to the surface much?

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::nods to Shore::Go ahead.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Cnslr: if I can get samples of the members here and perhaps ones who have not been in contact with this dampening effect perhaps I can determine how to stop the effect.

Mark_AGM:
&<L-c> I do.. cause I'm the representative.. but mostly me race stays b'neath the ground.

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::turns to Carson::Sam, can you get a lock on that Dampening field?  My tricorder seems to be malfunctioning.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
&L-C: do you ever go anywhere other than the great hall?

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@Rockman: I'll get it a try. ::fiddles with tricorder::

Mark_AGM:
&<L-C> We are ye asking these silly questions?

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::turns to Shore::Ask thier permission individually.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@1,4.7,: could I possibly take scans and samples from your members?

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
&L-C im just trying to get a feel of the problem at hand.... do the others ever come down here?

Mark_AGM:
@<Chare-Lot> The First agree.

Mark_AGM:
@<Inchy> The Fourth agree.

Mark_AGM:
@<Cue-Ped> The Seventh Agree.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::pokes Rockman with elbow:: Rockman: a word in private?

Lt_Walters:
::looks at Tac officer Bumbles::  Maintain a lock on that AT, keep me posted.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@1,4,7.: thank you

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::turns to Carson, refrains from grabbing her::

Lt_Walters:
<Bumbles>  Aye, sir; lock maintained on all but the XO; can't quite lock onto him.....

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::::shakes head at Cnslr::::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
&::;gets a lock on the subsurface positoin:::::

Mark_AGM:
&<L-C> Sometimes the Fourth come down here... but not often.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
&l-c: dpo they come and visit you here

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::::walks over and gives instructions to med. team:::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@Carson: Yes?

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::whispers to Rockman:: Counselor, I have a lock on the dampening field, it's underground

Mark_AGM:
&<L-C> No.. no one except Fifth are allowed even close to the machine.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
&l-c; ive seen enough how about taking me back to the hall..  

Cnslr_Rockman:
@Carson: can we beam to the location?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@<Powers>take dna scans from each species

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@<Booth> you take the cellular samples

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@Rockman: I beleive we can, but what of the XO?  We can't just up and leave him.

Mark_AGM:
&<L-C> Okey-Dokey... ::begins his little jig.. and the two are transported back to the hall::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@Carson: I have a feeling that he's either there already or on his way back.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@:::;looks for the AT::::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@:;turns as the XO and LC appear::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@Carson: see what I mean?

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@XO: sir, are you okay?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Carson: could you leave one sec member with my team?

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::reseting engine diagnostics::

Lt_Walters:
*AT*  What's going on down there?

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::raises eyebrow at the Counselor and doesn't grab him::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::adjusting scanners::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
.#Callisto; this is Winston.. im back with the rest... its time to confer with the AT back on ths ship

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@Shore: Yes, I will place Parks at your disposel

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Lt: this is the CMO doing scans on inhabitants of planet

Lt_Walters:
Sea:  Slave tac to your console; keep tabs on the AT

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
Walters: Aye

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::::takes tricorder and scans each member of the Council:::

Lt_Walters:
*Winston*  Keep us posted.  We're maintaining lock

Cnslr_Rockman:
@Carson: the dampning field has moved to envelope the area.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@::goes voer to CMO::: did you find anything out?

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::projecting tactical on 1/4 of main viewer::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Sec: thank you

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@Rockman: my tricorder verifies that

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
.#walters; good... i think we are gonna beam up in a few

Lt_Walters:
*Winston* Acknowledged........

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Cmdr: How are you feeling?:::walks over and scans the Cmdr:::

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> ::Retakes his seat, and is puffing quietly on his pipe::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::displaying AT location on  main viewer::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Cmdr: I need a little more time to figure out all the data

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@CMo im fine.. the l-c just showed me a machine.. 

Mark_AGM:
@<Cue-Ped> YOU SAW THE DEVICE?!

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::turns to LC::If I may ask, besides protecting your gold, why are you using your machine?

Mark_AGM:
@<Chare-Lot> Did you destroy it?!

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Cmdr: Once on the ship I can correlate all my findings

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::thinks that LC has something to do with the dampening field::

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> No other reason.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@147: im in no positon to destroy anydevice.. im here only to mediate your dispute

Cnslr_Rockman:
@LC: have the other races ever attempted to steal your gold?

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::dividing planetary surface into equally spaced and congruous hexagons::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Cmdr: but as of now there does not seem to be any abnormalities

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@cnslr; ive already asked those qs cnslr... 

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> The Second, Third and Sixth tried... but they got theirs.

Mark_AGM:
@<Inchy> L-C: You killed them you mean?

Cnslr_Rockman:
@LC: how did they try?

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::overlaying image with military centers and camps::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::turns and looks at Inchy::

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> Inchy: And I'll kill ye to if ye tries to steal out gold.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@147: the l-c has laid claim to the gold and he says that the gold is theirs he was only protecting it...

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::hand rests on phaser, incase of trouble::

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> Rockman: They began mining it after we told them not to.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::turns to med team to coordinate data:::

Lt_Walters:
::moves to look over Sea's shoulder::  Ensign:  What are you thinking?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::::notices that the Sec seems nervious::::

Mark_AGM:
@<Inchy> Winston: Does that give them the right to commit Genocide?

Cnslr_Rockman:
@LC: did they offer you anything in return for your gold?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::tells med team to stay close near a sec team member in case of trouble:::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
Walters: just displaying the planet's abilities and judging their military status

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> Nay... they said, what was ever on thier territory was theirs.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@inchy: we are here to settle a dispute not claim or point fingers of genocide

Lt_Walters:
Sea:  Ah.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Sec: I have my med team standing by in case you need us

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::adding population centers, coding them green::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@LC: so... your race claims all of the gold on this planet, even though it's not on your territory?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::::turns to look at 147 to see their reactions:::

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> Rockman: Aye.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@inchy: it is abd what happened. but since your planet is not a member of the Federation we can only assit in mediating a dispute as requested....

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@Shore: Appreciated Ens. Shore, but for now, I would keep them all together.

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::adding energy sources and detection emplacements, coding them red::

Mark_AGM:
@<Chare-Lot> Winston: And Why not?

Cnslr_Rockman:
@LC: what if the other races offered you something in return for mining rights?

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
>#:::whispers::; Sea; do a subsurface scan please

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Sec: aye

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> We wouldn't accept... we just want our gold.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::walks over and stands next to Commander Winston::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@LC: what do you do with your gold?  Do you purchase things from the others with it?

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@L-C; you are mining gold not on your terriotry?

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> We love our gold... 

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> We mine gold wherever we find it.

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
>#Winston: Aye, there appears to be a small number of energy sources below, purpose unknown

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::nods to the other members of the Security team to keep alert::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
#l-c: so you are trespassing on the others land to mine gold that is not yours?

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
>Winston: subterranian transportation system alsom

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> The GOLD IS ALL OURS!

Cnslr_Rockman:
@LC: do you trade anything with the other races?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Sec: I wonder if we could offer a miniture stasis field to protect their gold instead of the device they now have?

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> Rockman: No.  We don't need anything from them.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
.#Sea ::whispers:: can you make a rainbow appear in the great hall? im curious

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::walks over the the CMO:: Shore: this is a non federation world, it would be against the Prime Directive for us to give them our technology.

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
>Winston: only with exceptional transporter resolution, there is currently a molecula dampening field in the area

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Sec: of course you are right I was just hoping to stop any more killing with this device

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@147; the only adivce i can give is that you catch them while they are mining the gold on your territory

Cnslr_Rockman:
@LC: are you sure?  Isn't there something you really needed or wanted that one of the others could give you?

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
.#sea: aye.. just try... thanks :)

Mark_AGM:
@<Chare-Lot> How.. we barely travel beneath the surface.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@Shore: There is little that we can do to stop the killing.

Lt_Walters:
::overhears Winston's comm to Sea::

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> Rockman: Positively.. nuthin them eediots can give us.

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::combining replicator and transporter emmitters::

Lt_Walters:
Sea:  Hmmm, perhaps we can project a hologram?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::shakes head at the needless killing:::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
Walters: the XO would like a rainbow

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@charelot: you need to catch them in the act.. then you can bring charges agains them.. right now all we have is heresy and 3 missing species...

Lt_Walters:
::grins at Sea:: Then lets give him a grand rainbow........

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
Walters: :)

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::whispers to Sec:::  Sec: do you think we can combine our tricorders and project a rainbow?

Mark_AGM:
@<Chare-Lot> Winston: How can we enforce those charges? We are not a match for them.

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
>XO: ready, feed me the coordinates and you can have a stellar rain

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
bow

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::raises eyebrow at the Doc's comment::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@147: if you catch and take into custody a l-c that is stealing your gold we as the federation can host a trila on your behalf

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::enhancing pattern resolution with new Kodak image film::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@:::feeds the FCO the coords::::

Mark_AGM:
@<Chare-Lot> Inchy: We should have never contacted the Federation...

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> ::Puffing away on his pipe::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
> XO: received, just say the word

Lt_Walters:
::waits, and watches as Sea enhances::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@:::sniffs::: do yall smell rain? ::mutters in comm badge now:::

Mark_AGM:
@<Cue-Ped> Winston: Are you okay Commander?

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
> energizing , replicating a rainbow

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::does not look around, but keeps an eye on the leaders and the XO::

Lt_Walters:
::overhears::  Sea:  Sounds like that is our cue.

Mark_AGM:
ACTION: Rainbow appears.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@cue-ped: ya i just smell rain... dont you?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::::notices the humidity rising::::

Lt_Walters:
Do it, now......

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
:::looks at the bases of the rainbow:::

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> EGAD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::energizes::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::notices violent reaction of L-C::::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::watches the reactions of the crowd::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@::;walks over to the bottom of the raibow:::

Lt_Walters:
*XO*  Rainbow delivered; we have locks on you.

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> ::Jumps up... does a little jig around the rainbow.  Then begins trying to dig into the tiled floor::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::::wonders why he seems uncomfortable:::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
Walters: a real crowd pleasure

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::nods for Ens. Parker to shadow the XO::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
pleaser

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> WHERE IS IT!??!  WHERE'S ME GOLD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!?

Lt_Walters:
::grins at Sea:: Good work........

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::hand on phaser again::

Lt_Walters:
::considers::

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> ::Frantically trying to dig into the tile with his bare hands::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@stands by the L-C while he digs for some gold.. while he is digginf he grabs the l-c::::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
Walters: I'm an FCO not a photographer

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C>::Wriggles around in Winston's arms::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::::scans L-C while he digs:::

Lt_Walters:
Sea:  What if we took the rainbow away, and allowed the XO to use it as a tool in his negotiations........

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::shocked::

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> NO FAIR!!!!!! I NEED ME GOLD!!!!!!!!!!

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@:::walks over to the 147::::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
Walters:; your wish is my command

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::::notices the med team grinning behind their hands:::

Lt_Walters:
Sea:  Verify that as a plan of action with the XO.  If he concurs, then do it.

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> ::Stops wiggling::  Master... what can I do fer ye?

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@::holding the l-c firmly::: 147 if you were to seize the l-c you could each ask them a question or whatever....

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::relaxes grip on phaser::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::notices that bodily functions are off of the chart and his blood pressure has skyrocketed:::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
>XO: <w> would you like to use the rainbow as a bagaining tool?

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@l-c: hold on im gonna wait for a bit l-c...

Mark_AGM:
@<1,4,7> ::SHOCKED::

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> Winston: Aye, Master.

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::going back to tactical scan of planet::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::turns around and watches the crowd for their reaction::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::::has hard time keeping her face straight:::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
.#sea; well done.. well done.. worked how i wanted it to....

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::identifying capitol cities::

Mark_AGM:
@<Cue-Ped> ::Stuttering:: Y-y-y-you caught a Fifth....

Lt_Walters:
::grins at Sea::  Good job, ensign.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@cuped: yeah I did....... 

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::taps comm badge:: Sec. teams, keep an eye on the crowd, I'll watch out for the XO, CM, her team and Counselor

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::notices shocked expressions of the other Council members:::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::labeling each region's form of government, democratic, fashist, ect

Mark_AGM:
@<Cue-Ped> He will now grant you one wish.. that the entire Fifth Race will uphold.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::::hummm could be interesting this wish::::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::tracking surface troop movements::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::watches are teams spread out, their backs to the XO, watching::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Med team: keep your eyes peeled

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@cue-ped: im aware what he will do..... 

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@::hold the l-c firmly:::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@l-c: you know what i could do l-c.....

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::::walks over to Cmdr. and smiles at L-C::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::stands besides the XO:: Sir, do you need any help, with this person?

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> Winston: Master?

Lt_Walters:
::looks at Sea::  Interesting comm we're hearing........

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@lc: you know I could wish for all the gold on this planet to disappear dont yo.. but im not

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> ::Looks mortified::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
Walters: yup, somethnig out of "Danny Boy"

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::grins::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::thinks about what to wish for::::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::reminds the XO that because of the prime directive, we can not make a wish for ourselves::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::heck that prime directive again:::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@carson: im aware fo the pd

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::nods and steps back, watching the crowd again::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@147: do you all have a wish?

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::watching for hostile starships::

Mark_AGM:
@<147> ::All nod.. or what passes for nodding::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@147: well spit it out will ya ::;grins::::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::emitting sonic waves to detect any cloaking devices::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::turns and looks at 147::::

Mark_AGM:
@<Cue-Ped> We would wish that the Fifth would never be able allowed to kill another sentient species for the rest of their existence.

Lt_Walters:
::listens intently to open comm channel::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::::wonders what about the missing species?:::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::sensors to maximum distance and resolution::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@cueped: ok.. what about the others or is this a conclusoin supported by all?

Mark_AGM:
@<Chare-lot> This is a wish we agreed upon a long time ago if we ever caught a Fifth.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::walks over to med team:::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::looks like they will finally get their wish::

FCO_Ens_JohnSea2:
::mapping the planet for Fleet science and astro navigation::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@charelot: what wish is that?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Med team: looks like we are about to wrap this up

Mark_AGM:
@<Chare-Lot> Winston: That the Fifth never be able to kill another sentient again.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@147: so you understand that the others wont be able to be brought back unless you catch another 5th?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@<Med team> gather all equipment and stand by

Mark_AGM:
@<147> ::All nod::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@l-c: as requested by the reaming species.. L-C you as a race cannot harm another species on this planet again.. that means your machines your bodies nothing. the 5th cannot harm any opther species on this panet understood

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@l-c: that is my wish...

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@Cmdr: do you think they might be interested in joining the Federation?

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> Winston: Yer wish is granted...All machines will be shut down.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@shore; leave the reqwuired documents here for hte reamining to confer.... 

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@:::puts down the l-c::;

Mark_AGM:
@<147> ::CHEER::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
.#sea: :::whispers:: how about another rainbow in here <G>

Mark_AGM:
@<Cue-Ped> ::Moves to one of the wall panels.. and knocks::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::watch IC very carefully::

Mark_AGM:
@<Inchy> ::Moves to another Wall panel and knocks::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::notices that the L-C doesn't look none too happy:::

Mark_AGM:
@<Chare-lot> ::Moves to yet another wall panell and knocks::

Lt_Walters:
::grin::  Sea:  Let's see if you can outdo your previous performance.  Another rainbow, per the XO request.......

Mark_AGM:
ACTION: A few seconds later the wall panels open... and dozens of Second, Thirds and Sixths emerge.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
2,3 and 6 in hiding LOL

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::surprised::::So they didn't die after all

Lt_Walters:
<Sea>  XO:  Aye, sir......  ::activates a bigger and better rainbow to entertain the locals......

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::whoa::

Mark_AGM:
LOOKS: Second=Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Third=Living Clouds, Sixth=Care Bears

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::::very releaved::

Mark_AGM:
@<L-C> ::Jaw drops::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@:::looks:::: 147: you lured us here under false pretenses?

Mark_AGM:
@<Cue-Ped> On behalf of the Seven, we thank you for ending our pursuit.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::thinks must have been a test::::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::looks confused::

Mark_AGM:
@<Chare-Lot> No.. these are the remaining few of their species... if the Fifth knew they existed... they would have killed them.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::wonders::: Were they testing us or the 5th?

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@XO: The dampening field just went down

Mark_AGM:
@<Inchy> But now they can't kill them... or anyone else.

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@carson; really....... interesting...... 

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::notices interference has disag

Mark_AGM:
@<Inchy> So we thank you.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@:::notices interference has disappear from her tricorder::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::walks over to one of the wall panels and see a machine::

Cmdr_Winston_XO:
@:::feels like he has been used byt the 123467 to interfere with the pd without his knowing it:::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::scans the machine and sees that is was used for the dampening field::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
@::::thinks::::Well they out smarted the 5th

Mark_AGM:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= END MISSION =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
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